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DISCUSSING RESPECTFUL 

SEXUAL BEHAVIOR

Battering Intervention Services Coalition of Michigan - 2021 Conference

From Theory to Practice: Focusing on Sexualized Abuse, 

Sexual Respect, and Sexual Health in Battering Intervention Programs

WHAT IS YOUR BATTERING INTERVENTION

APPROACH TO DISCUSSING SEXUAL BEHAVIOR?

M oralistic Values-D riven:
Focus is on discussing political and social reasonings to end violence and abuse

Discussions of sexual behavior is often challenged by navigating varying moralistic orientations of participants, while 

emphasizing facilitator's moral authority

Moralistic values-driven approaches tend to offer judgmental views on pornography, non-monogamy, and sexual 

behavior beyond societal status quos, which can limit participant's comfort in sharing behavior or experiences that are 

beyond these status quos

Discussions and analysis is through lecture,presentation, and questions through that lens

Approaches may directly and indirectly blame victims for their victimization when circumstances in relationships may 

involve sexual initiation and practices by victims/survivors that are beyond status quos

C ritical Thinking- D riven:

Emphasis is not on WHAT to think, but HOW to think through what it means to be respectful and healthy 

Navigating conversations about sexual behavior involves an examination of how patterns fit within a relationship 

between intimate partners that is contextual and emphasizes impact and intent

Discussion and analysis is through questioning about relationship histories, humanizing sexual experiences,and applying 

other discussions of respect/healthto sexual topics

May be space to discuss victim/survivor's behavior, but emphasis on how the participant responded to dynamics and 

orient toward navigation of sexual conflict and shared decision making about sexual activity
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DISCUSSION OUTLINE
Topics Covered In This Presentation

1. Methods of Humanizing Sexual Behavior in BIP 

Sexual Agency

Sexual Connections 

Sexual Behavior

2. Discussing Sexual Behavior in Battering Intervention 

Establ ishing Respectful Alternatives through

Understanding Frameworks of Harm

Sexual Respect & Health

HUMANIZING SEXUAL BEHAVIOR

DISCUSSING SEXUAL BEHAVIOR

How can you discuss pornography, sexual desire, interest, 

consent in relationships?

DISCUSSING SEXUAL AGENCY

Navigating family planning / birth control, initiating sexual activity, 

who makes sexual choices, parenting discuss ions & guiding

children in sexual development

DISCUSSING SEXUAL CONNECTIONS

Communication and connections with ex-partners, past sexual 

harms and trauma

SEXUAL BEHAVIOR DISCUSSIONS
How do you communicate 

desire & sexual interests?

DIRECT

Engaging in

conversations about sex, 

revealing your interests 

and desires to your

partner, asking for what 

you want.

IND IRECT

Avoiding conversations,

engaging through action

or suggestion. Relying

on assumptions, cues,

and history.

CO NSENT

What does it mean to 

give full consent? Is it

possible to know? What 

factors influence

consent? How do you give 

consent?
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CO N S EN T IS CO M PLICA TED B Y  

PRIV ILEGE

POWER & HISTORY
Who has the greatest ability 

to make decisions for self 

and others? What is the 

history of decision making 

within a relationship? What 

traditions are foundations 

for these decisions?

PRIVILEGE
Someone with historical 

advantage can afford to not 

think about experiences of 

those without those 

advantages. Their "norm" 

dictates reality for others.

They must CHOOSE to 

listen and care.

DO YOU KNOW?
How does your partner 

disagree with you? How do 

you notice when your 

partner acquiesces to you, 

and why? In what ways do 

you miss cues or fail to 

listen to your partner?

THE FLUID NATURE OF CONSENT
During some sexual behavior situations, one person may 

initially verbalize or indicate consent while later in the 

situation may withdraw this consent

This is one of MANY complications regarding consent. Consent is not static, but 

rather a fluid concept that as situations change, new consent must be obtained. This 

makes it increasingly difficult to teach consent or to understand consent in others.

To respectfully navigate consent, both parties must be attuned to each other's

desires and adjust accordingly to meet each other's needs and comfort. When

someone is uncomfortable about sexual activity, unless there are very specific

contexts involved, that sexual activity needs to be reframed or stopped.

SEXUAL AGENCY

How and in what ways do humans navigate sexual choices, and who has 

the ability to determine what choices are made?

Discussing Pornography in BIP - Moral vs Critical 

Approaches

Initiating sexual activity: Who makes sexual choices, 

and in what ways

Family planning & birth control

Parenting discussions & guiding children
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PORNOGRAPHY DISCUSSIONS

"The Relationships in America data reveal that 43 percent of men and 9 percent of

women report watching pornography in the past week. O n the flip side, far more women  

than men have not used pornography recently: 34 percent of men and 72 percent of

women report not viewing pornography in at least a year, if at all."*

This means that a significant portion of A mericans use pornography, and simply

decrying it as objectification does not address the fact that it is, and will continue to  

be, accessed and used regularly by some individuals and couples.

With the onset of rapid and accessible online pornography, sex work also exists on

several levels that go beyond prostitution. How can facilitators be true to the humanity  

of sexuality, use of sexual media both within and outside a relationship, and guide BIP 

participants toward respect and health without becoming alienating?

*https://relationshipsinamerica.com/relationships-and-sex/how-much-pornography-are-americans-consuming

SEXUAL 
EDUCATION 

THROUGH 
PORNOGRAPHY

DUE TO PA RENTA L DISCOMF OR T A C OM M ON FORM OF

S E XU A L EDUCATION FOR CHILDREN IS U S E OF PORNOGRA PHY

Public Health Perspective - Emily Rothman, Ph.D.

Since this is a very real dynamic, Dr. Rothman stresses having a more 

neutral s tance on pornography s o that the topic can be discussed 

humanistically with youth. Two resources from her that explore ways of 

doing so:

http://sites.bu.edu/rothmanlab/porn-literacy/ 

https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2018/02/14/should-you-

consider-letting-your-teen-take-porn-literacy-

class/cTXYCiW48iKNK5A6uprDlK/story.html

Problematic Resource that Dominates SEO:

"Fight the New Drug" is an anti-pornography site that dominates much of 

the search engine optimization (SEO) in pornography resource searches. 

This group is  complicated by its roots  in profit-based technology 

corporations that benefit from online searches, religious-based

understandings, moral-based reasoning, and poor research. Be aware

that searching for resources on discuss ing pornography often point to

their website.

WHERE AND HOW DOES PORNOGRAPHY 

FIT INTO AN INTIMATE RELATIONSHIP?

TOGETHER

Intimate partnerships may use  

pornography to stimulate sexual  

desire, interaction, education,  

entertainment, or connection.

This may be related to issues of  

consent, or potentially authentic  

dialog between partners.

Negotiation, compromise, and

meeting a partner' s desires may

also factor into the relationship.

SEPARATE

Frequency issues may be  

mitigated and involve mutually  

agreed upon use of  

pornographic material for  

masturbation. It may also be  

hidden, forbidden, and an  

issue of inauthentic sexual  

communication.

HISTORY

Each partner may have  

patterns behind their use of  

pornography, and cultural  

contexts that inform their  

opinions and/or use that may  

contradict. How is this history 

discussed within relationships?

How does BIP ask these 

questions in humanizing ways?
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When BIP participants discuss their 

partner's history as a sex worker

This can be a complicated topic, as it often depicts women as deserving

certain negative treatment due to their work, and enforces a "savior complex" 

that will permeate a participant's hurtful behavior. If facilitators take an

objectification approach, they will alienate such participants immediately.

Hard questions facilitators need to ask themselves - do you believe that sex 

workers deserve negative treatment, are inert in their ability to make

decisions? Do sex workers need to be rescued from their positions, life

choices, or situations in which they may have been victimized for many years? 

How about sources like Only Fans? Cultural-Based dynamics ("Dealing With

Desire" by Kimberly Kay Hoang)?

Like with pornography - the nuances of the relationship MATTER.

How did they meet? How did they discuss sex work? Was one of the partners

procuring the other's services? What dynamics were developed through these

interactions and communications? Why did they choose each other? How did

their relationship develop? How was sex work supported or decried? What

kind of sex work, and why does that matter?

RESPONDING TO SEX 
WORKER PARTNERSHIPS

INITIATING SEXUAL ACTIVITY
Who makes sexual choices, and in what ways?

FREQUENCY:
Do you think you and your partner are sexually compatible? Why or why not, and in 

what ways? How long did it take to know about your sexual compatibility? Why did it 

take that amount of time to learn this?

How and in what ways are your desire to have sex aligned with your partner? How and 

in what ways are they not?

How and in what ways are there sexual disconnects between you and your partner? 

How did those develop?

SEXUAL CHOICES:
What is the breakdown between how often you initiate sex, and how often your partner

does? How and in what ways has that changed over the course of your relationship?

How and in what ways have you discussed sexual desires with your partner? How and in

what ways has your partner discussed their sexual desires with you? What barriers exist

in your relationship in having these discussions?

How important is foreplay to you? To your partner? How does foreplay bring you closer

together, or distance you from your partner?

Do you know your partner's sexual history? Have you communicated your sexual history

with your partner in a transparent way? How have these conversations come up?

BIRTH CONTROL & FAMILY PLANNING Q U EST IONS
Birth Control:

How, and in what ways, did you and your partner initially discuss birth 

control? Were these discussions direct or indirect, and in what ways?

Have there been any birth control challenges in your relationship? How were 
these navigated (disliking condoms, allergies, medical issues experienced due 

to birth control options, religious connections)?

Where, and in what ways, do you take responsibility for your own

reproductive choices? How, and in what ways, do you support your partner's?

Family Planning

How did you and your partner initially discuss having children?

Were you on the same page, or did you have a different idea? If different, 

how and in what ways did you reach a decision together?

How did your childhoods have similar and different dynamics (number of 

siblings, parental involvement, parenting decisions witnessed as a child)?

What reasons did you and your partner have for your decisions on children?

What challenges did you face in having children (if you have attempted to)?

Did any trauma issues develop due to family planning issues (miscarriage,

unintentional pregnancy, death of a child, abuse during pregnancy)?

How, and in what ways, did you support your partner in having children?
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PARENTING DISCUSSIONS & GUIDING CHILDREN
D iscussing sex with children is o f ten challenging, as age-appropriate dynamics exist, and the  

topic needs to be discussed and planned as a part of communicating about parenting.

What does it mean to you to discuss sex in an age-appropriate way? H ow comfortable are you  

in discussing sexual topics - in general? With your partner? With others? How and in what

ways do you feel discomfort in the topics? Why do you think this discomfort exists for you?

H ow and in what ways did you learn about sex when you were growing up? A t what age? What  

messages did you receive from your parents about sex? How about your partner?

H ow and in what ways can you increase your comfort in discussing sexual topics? H ow can  

such topics become a part of your co- parenting strategies?

Describe what i t means for you to l ove and protect your children? How do your conversations

about sex f i t i nto this i dea of l oving and protecting? How and i n what ways do you think your

behavior based on this is fe lt as loving and protecting by your children or partner?

How do you describe the d i f ference between sexual harm and sexual health? I n what ways do

your descriptions f i t i nto your sexual re l a t i onships? How and i n what ways have you engaged

in harmful sexual behavior without understanding that it was harmful? What led you to

recognize these harms? H ow and in what ways have you had sexual healthy patterns in your  

relationships? H ow and in what ways do these questions fit into having sexual discussions  

with your children?

CO M M UN ICA TIO N A B O UT A N D  
WITH EX -PA R TN ER S

General Components:

How and in what ways does the topic come up?

Are references positive, neutral, or negative - and for what purposes?

How and in what ways do you discuss relationship histories with your partner? Who
initiates, for what reasons, how does this impact the relationship with your current
partner?

How and in what ways do you have connections with ex-partners? How and in what
ways does your partner have connections with ex-partners?

How and in what ways have previous relationships ended?

Have you had any sexual connection with an ex-partner since the relationship ended? 
If so, were you in a new or developing relationship at that time?

How and in what ways have previous relationships ended? What were respectful 
dynamics in this process, and what were disrespectful dynamics?

Children with ex-partners:

How and in what ways is your current partner involved with your children? How and in
what ways do you navigate child custody with your ex-partner?

Is your current partner threatened by your connection to your ex-partner and your
children? If so, how and in what ways? How and in what ways do you support your
current partner in this?

Do you have transparency with your current partner about any financial arrangements
with your ex-partner and children? How do you describe this transparency, and if you
are not transparent with your current partner, why do you not communicate these
dynamics?

How and to what extent is your current partner involved in parenting your children
you have with an ex-partner?

PAST SEXUAL HARMS & TRAUMA ISSUES

If a participant in BIP has past sexual harms & trauma issues, how and in what way was this brought to your 
attention? How does the individual discuss this in the context of their relationship behav ior? What sources of 
support does the participant have for addressing and working through these traumatic experiences? If this
dynamic exists, how much hurtful behavior is related to poor self- care and distance from a partner?

For victims/survivors of participants in B IP:
How and in what ways does the participant offer compassionate support/ care of  their partner over  this and 
other previous harms? How do they understand trauma? Does the participant also have trauma issues, and if 
so how do these interact?

Remember - sexual harms and trauma may lead to toxic acting out of sexual harms, such as desired pain
during sex, resistance toward a partner who i s not abusive, oversexualized behavior, and challenges with
sexual boundaries both with a partner and others

How can you keep from victim- blaming in cases where aparticipant i s describing their partner engaging in 
traumatic responses within their relationship? Is the participant aware of these dynamics?

Does the victim/survivor have suspicions of the participant due to previous experience with a cheating
partner? If so, how can this be navigated with respect and health? Have the participant' s harmful behavior 
been in part a response to these accusations, and if so, how has that exacerbated the problem?

Has the participant and/ or victims/ survivor received previous counseling/ therapy, and i f so, how did they
experience this therapeutic support? What dynamics may have been learned in these settings that might
complicate BIP classes?

How and in what ways can tools from family systems theory be brought to bear in these contexts, and how
might they fit in problematic ways? (AC OA characteristics, toxic interaction dynamics, repairs of damage)
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DISCUSSING SEXUAL BEHAVIOR 
IN BATTERING INTERVENTION

METHODS OF  

ANALYZING

HARM

CONTEXT
Perspectives structuring ev ents
What situation was  occurring at the time of the 

behavior? How did others understand situations? 

Was there an agreed perspective? How was this 

agreement reached? What is the history/pattern 

of behavior that informs the context?

IMPACT
Changes made to lives & perspectives
How was  the other person impacted by the 

behavior? What was  the end result of the 

situation? Impacts are about others, not about 

the individual who caused harm, so where is the 

focus of the story/situation?

INTENT
Planning and intentional purpose
What did the individual want to happen a s a result 

of the behavior? What were overall and specific 

motives? This component only matters in the 

mind of the individual causing harm and is often 

impossible for the other person to understand.

Three components of anlaysis  

allow for a nuanced  

understanding of how patterns  

interrelate.This offers insight  

into how potential repairs can  

be made depending on the  

combination of factors.

Sexual Harms 

Beyond Rape

Using the ana lysis of context, 

impact, and intent we can establish 

conv ersations about what might

count a s irritating/alienating 

sexua l harms, controlling sexual

harms, abusive sexua l harms, and

violent sexua l harms.
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Considering that hurtful behavior is 

layered, it is a trap for people to

think only of the tip of the iceberg of 

harm. Harm builds over time, and

things at the top tend to have echos 

of the past that started and built

gradually.

IRRITATING AND/OR 
ALIENATING 

SEXUAL BEHAVIOR

Everyday harms that 

evolve over time

Questions to Ask:

What things do you do that frustrate or irritate your  

partner, in an everyday sense, that are more low-level  

harms in your relationship?

How and in what ways does your partner do things that 

irritate you,and how do you respond to them?

How often do bigger arguments evolve from small  

irritations, and in what ways?

How, and in what ways, have you voiced irritation about 

sexual issues in your relationship? How does your partner 

do so, and how do you respond?

How and in what small ways do you push your partner away 

emotionally? Mentally? Physically? Sexually?

What is important to your partner, sexually, that is not 

important to you? What is important to you, sexually, that 

is not important to your partner, and how do you respond 

to this?

CONTROLLING 
SEXUAL BEHAVIOR
Making people do things or keeping 

people from doing things

Many irritating / alienating behavior

become controlling once the individual is

aware that the behavior causes that harm in 

their partner. At that point, continuing to

do the behavior is an attempt to make their 

partner accept behavior they do not like.

This is an inherent part of negotiating

space and identity in a relationship, and

happens for all people. It is not inherently 

abusive or violent to refuse to stop a

certain behavior, although the consequence 

could be ongoing problems or discontent.

Questions to Ask:

How and in what ways do you pressure your partner  
sexually? How do you respond if your partner fails to 

respond to your pressure?

How and in what ways has your failure to communicate 

about sexual issues contributed to issues in your 

relationship?

How and in what ways has your partner attempted to  

communicate sexual desires where you have refused to 

respond? Describe your reasons for not responding.

How and to what degree does loving touch and affection 

play into your relationship? How and in what ways do you  

and your partner have different levels of desire for  

affection?

In your relationship, how has irritating or alienating 

behavior turned into control?

ABUSIVE
SEXUAL BEHAVIOR
Unintentionally causing sexual 

pain and/or fear

Controlling behavior easily becomes abusive,

particularly if there is an imbalance in control within

the relationship. Alienating, irritating, and controlling

behavior are evolutions of harm, but abusive behavior

evolves into causing fear and/or pain.

Nuances between "harm" and "pain/fear" are great, and 

why it is necessary to consider CONTEXT, IMPACT,

and INTENT. Impact is most important to consider

with abuse, as intent could be explored to determine if

a behavior might be an intentional violation. Many of

the examples here are borderline violent, and a desire

to cause pain/fear or knowing that behavior will cause

pain/fear but choosing to do it anyway will instead

make that same behavior violent.

Questions to Ask:

How and in what ways have you caused fear in your partner, 

but did not mean to? Unintentionally causing unwanted  

pain?

How has uninentional fear or pain impacted your sexual  

relationship with your partner?

How and in what ways have you dismissed your partner's 

complaints about your behavior because you didn't mean to 

do it? How has that impacted your relationship?

How and in what ways have you attempted to repair  

unintentional harms in ineffective ways? Why do you think 

they were ineffective?
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VIOLENT
SEXUAL BEHAVIOR
Intentionally causing sexual 

pain and/or fear

Since violence and abuse are identical to

victims/survivors, the nuance between the two is 

better considered as a method of assisting

perpetrators in understanding how to make 

repairs. For abuse, the repairs are often to

validate and not to explain motive or intent, or

to only do so after validating the pain and fear

and working to understand it. As violence is

intentional, addressing pain and fear is

important, but also working to understand and 

dismantle the entitlement behind the motive as 

well as the disconnect from the relationship to 

allow such behavior to build to that point. The 

following examples (mostly) speak to non-

physically violent sexual behavior.

Questions to Ask:

How and in what ways have you meant to make your  

partner upset, afraid, or to experience some sort of pain? 

For what reasons, and how did those reasons justify your 

behavior?

How and in what ways have you attempted to get revenge  

on your partner? What impact did that have on your 

partner?

How and in what ways has your intentional harm toward  

your partner impacted how you think about your  

relationship?

How and in what ways did your intentional harm toward 

your partner impact your sexual relationship? What  

changed in your partner's behavior toward you? Your 

behavior toward your partner?

How and in what ways have you intentionally used your  

partner's use of medications or drugs to take advantage of  

their altered state? How and in what ways have you given  

your partner drugs or medications without them knowing?

REFLECTIONS  
ON SEXUAL 

HARMS

HOW MIGHT THESE BEHAVIOR INCREA SE IN H A R M  OVER TIME?

Critical judgements and assessments of partner's sexual performance and 
ability - putting blame on partner for "bad sex"

Violation of sexual agreements, body autonomy, and "ownership" 

Intoxication and cheating - intentionality & excuses?

A DDIT IONA L REFLECTIONS:

Most sexual harms (including abuse and violence) are not illegal 

Thinking through sexual harms: dismissive, manipulative, entitled 

Escalating Patterns: criticism, defensiveness, stonewalling, contempt

Non-consentual intercourse (rape) vs. non-consentual sexual behavior: 
Why are these separated and discussed differently?

Victim/survivor behavior - cheating, toxic foreplay, traumatic protective 
responses (ie: challenging overlaps between trauma and desired pain 
during sex): How can you keep from victim blaming through your efforts 
to hold participants accountable?

RAPE PREVENTION STRATEGIES?

An Issue of Framing

ABUSE-FOCUSED STRATEGIES -WHAT NOT TO DO HEALTH-FOCUSED STRATEGIES -WHAT TO DO

1)Create safeguards in places with public drinking: training for bartenders and serverson 
noting signs of someone being drugged and how to notice people drugging others

2)Address catcalling and public inappropriate behavior on a societal level using such techniques 
as public policy, primary education/prevention about healthy relationship development, etc.

3)Support infrastructure spending to create more safety stops and patrol for car failure, etc-
including more lighting, anorientation for police patrols to assistcitizens in need, etc.

4)Teach children and adults about boundaries and self-care regarding personal spaceand focus 
on respectful flirting as well as accepting and rebuffing advances

5)Prioritize prevention work on college campuses that goes beyond Title IX funding 
requirements that often lead to "check off the box" activities to meet required meetings with 
students. Infuse education about sexual assault and domestic violence into all curriculum

6)Conduct impact and process evaluations on sex offender treatment and domestic violence 
intervention programs. Humanize to createoverall societal change rather than demonizing 
perpetrators, pushing for imprisonment, and shaming

7)Include primary prevention and education within industries, company/HR training, public 
services,andreligious communities with emphasis on respectful and healthy sexuality

8)Put greater emphasis on healthy social supports/methods of holding individuals to higher 
standards of respect and care - identify areas of poor support systems (such as bars and clubs) 
and do more visible interventions and education in those environments (and provide funding)

9)Emphasize public space health and respect, create community interventions and ongoing 
work to address gaps in communities, dangerous areas,and instead of pushing danger to other 
areas,learn contributing factors within communities to build connections and assistance 
directly to citizens

10)Teach age appropriate relationship development in primary schools, discuss respect and 
health as well as abuseand violence - teach what to look for in a respectful and healthy 
partner, emphasize individual self-care, identify warning signs,and identify intervention needs
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THE PROBLEM WITH DEFINING HEALTH AND RESPECT

Working definitions are instrumental to collaborative conversationsworking toward repairs and 

solutions to challenges. Having a discussion on defining "health" and "respect" can be 

enlightening as to where participants are thinking about their lives and relationships. Before 

discussing sexual health and respect, here are examples of how perpetrators of IPV have 

discussed and defined health and respect that are problematic:

Inadequate Definitions of "Respect"

Equating " respect" to fear (" I respected 

my father, if I didn' t I 'd get a spanking" )

Equating " respect" to authority/hierarchy  

("You have to listen to the boss")

Equating " respect" to the "Golden Rule"  

and not considering if you don' t care

what happens to you then that can

excuse doing hurtful things to others

Legal orientation to " respect" by  

referencing "contempt of court"

WORKING DEFINITIONS OF HEALTH AND RESPECT

The following working definitions that I have used in my IPV intervention groups - whatever 

conclusion/definition you come to within the groupmightmirror this definitionorbe slightly 
different, but in generalhavingaplace to builddiscussion - particularly for sexualhealthand 

respect - is important for a functional group discussion.

RESPECT IS THE CHOICE AND ABILITY TO 

LISTEN TO OTHER'S THOUGHTS, OPINIONS, 

AND EMOTIONS - AND CARE ABOUT THEM 

EVEN IF YOU DO NOT AGREE

S elf- respect is similar - the choice and  

ability to listen to your own thoughts, 

opinions, and emotions - and care

about them enough to make sure they  

increase your own well-being

DEFINING SEXUAL HEALTH AND RESPECT

After havingworkingdefinitionsof healthandrespect, andbeingable to 

reference the layersof harm, it is thenmore possible to discuss specific 
connectionstosexualbehavior in a relationship.
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CATEGORIES OF SEXUAL RESPECT
To discuss dynamics of sexual health, it can be useful to 

further categorize respect into three areas of care:

SEXUAL

INCLUS IV ENESS

Working to actively engage

with a partner about sexual

desire, to include different

communication and pleasure

SEXUAL

TRANSPARENCY

Being open and willing to 

discuss sexual desires, 

willing to compromise

and listen to partner's 

desires

SEXUAL

SUPPO RTIV ENESS

Supporting partner's 

desires and pleasure, to

include dynamics beyond 

physical aspects of

sexuality

SEXUAL INCLUSIVENESS
Within an intimate relationship, sexual inclusiveness has to do with listening and 
inquiring about a partner's desires, adapting your boundaries to mix with your
partner's (or discussing them openly), and making decisions together about issues 
related to sexual expressiveness.

QU E S T I ON S TO A S K A BOUT S E XU A L INCLUSIVEN E S S :

How and in what ways do you ask your partner questions about their sexual 

interests, desires, and incorporate those into your affection and intimacy?

What sexual behavior do you know that you and your partner both enjoy,and how 

do you foster that connection? How do you know that you both enjoythis sexual 

expression?

How and in what ways have you incorporated your partner's sexual desires (that are 

different from your own) into your intimate relationship?

How and in what ways do you accept and encourage your partner's sexual 

boundaries, and how and in what ways do you communicate your own boundaries?

What sexual expressions, beyond intercourse,bring you and your partner closer 

together? How and in what ways does that build your connection to your partner?

SEXUAL TRANSPARENCY
Healthy and respectful sexual behavior requires that partners communicate their boundaries,

desires, and history related to their sexual intimacy. Transparency partially requires individuals 
to know themselves and be able to reflect on their own needs and interests, which can
complicate relationships in a number of ways if one partner is not reflective or mindful.

Transparency builds intimacy in a relationship, so when it builds and flourishes, so can your 
relationship, but alternately if transparency is limited or does not exist it is much more
challenging to be emotionally /mentally /spiritually intimate with a partner.

QU E S T I ON S TO A S K A BOUT S E XU A L TRA NSPA RENCY:

How and in what ways do you discuss your sexual history with your current partner 
in transparent ways? What details are you hesitant to share, and for what reasons?
How might these details be relevant to your current partner, and in what ways might
they be irrelevant, and for what reasons?

How and in what ways do you discuss your current intentions surrounding your

sexual behavior? If this includes use of pornography, how and in what ways do you 
navigate that sexual behavior with your partner?

What are your values and traditions about sexual expression, and how and in what 
ways do you discuss these with your partner? How do you teach sexual
values/traditions with your children, and how do you navigate this with your partner?
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SEXUAL SUPPORTIVENESS
Being supportive of your partner is an important part of relationship health and
respect overall, when it comes to sexual intimacy, being supportive (as opposed to

entitled) involves several verbal and nonverbal interactions that demonstrate care and 
create comfort.

QU E S T I ON S TO A S K A BOUT S E XU A L SUPPORT IV EN E SS :

How and in what ways do you support your partner's sexual desires, needs,and interests 

that are different from your own?

What does it mean to you to accommodate your partner both sexually and beyond? How 

can you increase your ability to accommodate your partner's needs, including self-care, 

and connections to you and others? What does this have to do with your sexual 

relationship with your partner?

How and in what ways do your self-care needs complement your partner's? Detract 

from your partner's? How and in what ways do you manage to connect your needs 

together?

Where and in what ways does your emotional, mental, and spiritual support of your 

partner impact your sexual relationship with your partner?

ADDITIONAL COMPONENTS OF 

DISCUSSING SEXUAL HEALTH AND RESPECT

Challgenges of Discussing Sexual Topics in General 
Co-facilitators need to pre-brief about these topics, and  
know each other's stances and opinions about them. If 
needed, take a pause to strategize outside of the group if

there is an obvious discrepancy, or pause the discussion for a 
later group after talking to supervisor(s).

If one facilitator is more comfortable discussing sex than the 
other, this may cause imbalance in facilitation, or focus 
negative attention on the facilitator who is less comfortable.

If you feel discomfort in discussing sexual issues, it may be 
important to identify why this is the case for you,and seek  
out support if needed to deal with this challenge - however, 
sexual issues are important to humanize and discuss to 
determine both patterns of harm and opportunities for 
respect/health- avoiding sexualized topics or conversations 
will diminish the potential effectiveness of the group and  
reduceauthenticity of discussion, particularly if individuals in 
the class have sexual harms beyond assault that surround  
their hurtful behavior

CONTACT INFORMATION:
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